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In the concept of lateral seismic design there are three famous analysis 

methods. These methods include the equivalent static load (ESL), modal 

response spectrum (MRS) and time history analysis (THA). In this study, 

the variation in the resulted base shear using any of these methods is 

investigated. The modal response spectrum  analysis, either simplified 

(same as ESL) or multiple, is carried out using the elastic design spectrum 

specified by the renewed Egyptian Code of Loads (2008 ECOL). The time 

history analysis is applied using seven delibrate different real earthquake 

excitations selected to match the specified elastic spectrum and soil type. 

Suggestions to rationally enhance the seismic protection level obtained 

from the multiple response spectrum is presented and emphasized. This 

study extends to analyze and compare our resulted base shear with those 

obtained from different international codes as the European, American 

and Canadian codes for sites with similar conditions. Special emphasis is 

paid to evaluate the ECOL response modification factors compared with 

the considered codes. It is found that there is high variation between the 

base shear obtained using the code specified different analysis methods 

and in comparison with the considered codes and hence some seismic 

provisions in the new 2008 ECOL need to be recontemplated. 
 

KEYWORDS: Seismic codes, ECOL, seismic analysis methods, 

response modification factor.  
 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Earthquake tremors usually induce loads which trigger the structure to respond in such 

a dynamic phenomenon which depends on the intensity, duration, and frequency 

content of the exciting motion as well as the dynamic characteristics of structures. 

Building codes recommend using either equivalent load method, due to its simplicity, 

or multi modal response spectrum method. Time history analysis, either linear or 

nonlinear, is usually an optional method. The use of static load analysis in establishing 

seismic design quantities is justified because of the complexities associated with 

dynamic analysis. Although the ability to carry out nonlinear analysis has seen 

significant improvement recently, considerable uncertainty arises in modeling the 

nonlinear behavior of structural materials and components. In addition, nonlinear 

response to two different ground motions may differ significantly. In view of the 

difficulties associated with nonlinear analysis, linear dynamic analysis is often carried 

out to determine the design forces. Computer programs that are capable of carrying out 

a linear dynamic analysis, either a time-history or a multi modal response analysis, are 
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widely available recently, and designers are becoming increasingly comfortable in 

using them.  

The seismic provisions in the Egyptian code of loads ECOL, in all its editions 

[1] – [3], specify three different methods to get the design base shear which are modal 

response spectrum analysis MRS, either simplified or multi-modal, and the dynamic 

time history analysis THA. However, the limitations of using each of these methods 

vary between the 1993 edition and the later two ones. According to the later editions of 

2008 ECOL, multi MRS and THA are valid to be utilized for all types of structures but 

with some conditions related to THA. The equivalent load method, referred to as 

simplified MRS in 2008 ECOL, is still applicable in many cases. However, using this 

method to determine the design base shear faces many restrictions in this edition 

concerning with the structural system regularity and the relation between building 

fundamental period and the code specified elastic response spectrum.  

National building seismic codes and their provisions always gain a specific 

concern from researchers especially with the continuous development in these codes. 

Many clear research examples can be mentioned as the seismic design forces specified 

by the National Building Code of Canada NBCC [4] as in [5] and [6]. Comparative 

studies between national seismic provisions and international ones as Turkish 

earthquake code and UBC [7] as [8], Eurocode-8 [9] and Japanese one as [10] and 

comparison between set of different international codes as [11] were also reported. The 

response modification factor, may has different denominations, in many national codes 

attracted much attention as in [12], [13] and [14] which were concerned with 

Eurocode-8, UBC and Chinese codes, respectively. Egyptian researchers have also 

paid much attention to the seismic provisions in the previous ECOL editions in many 

subjects as suggested code fundamental period equations [15] and [16], performance 

and ductility [17] and nonstructural elements [18] and [19]. The seismic provisions in 

the recently renewed 2008 ECOL were also overviewed and discussed [20].  

This analytical investigation comes to pursue a specific aspects of the recently 

presented seismic provisions in the 2008 ECOL. Thus the objectives of the present 

investigation hold the followings: (i) to investigate and compare the lateral base shear 

resulted from the different analysis methods specified in the recent edition of the    

2008 ECOL; (ii) to analytically compare our resulted base shear with those calculated 

from codes of different countries as Eurocode-8, UBC 97 and NBCC for similar 

conditions  and finally (iii) to pay a particular emphasis to evaluate the ECOL response 

modification factors compared with considered codes. To achieve these goals, the 

modal response spectrum analysis, either simplified or multiple, is carried out using the 

elastic response spectrum specified in the codes under considerations. The possible 

reductions that can be done due to the expected inelastic seismic behavior of buildings 

are to be considered according to each code provisions. The THA is applied using 

seven deliberate earthquake excitations match the 2008 ECOL specified provisions for 

Cairo city with similar soil conditions. The selected earthquakes are real ones and 

shock four continents in the globe at different periods. Two widely used building types 

are used in the analytical investigation which are moment resisting frames MRF and 

dual shear wall moment resisting frames SW-MRF buildings with wide range of 

different heights. Both regular and irregular buildings are used in this investigation. 

Possible analysis enhancements are discussed. 
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2. DIFFERENT ANALYSIS METHODS IN 2008 ECOL 

The modal response spectrum analysis, either simplified or multiple, in the 2008 ECOL 

is carried out relying on the specified elastic response spectrum which is adopted 

depending on the location of the city. Two response spectrum are presented by this 

code, the first suits all regions in Egypt while the second suits coastal cities along the 

Mediterranean sea and extends for forty kilometers parallel to the shore. Fig. 1 depicts 

Type (1) elastic response spectrum noting that Type (2) spectrum carries the same 

features as Type (1) except for the governing period values (TB, TC and TD). The 2008 

ECOL permits the structural design according to seismic loads less than what can be 

obtained from the elastic response spectrum due to the expected nonlinear behavior of 

structures. Thus the values of the design response spectrum can be uses and hence the  

basic base shear (at foundation level) according to the simplified MRS method can be 

obtained as follows:  
 

gWTSF Idb /)(                                                                                                       (1)  
 

In which; 

dS  is the design response spectrum. 

IT  is the fundamental period equation in the direction of analysis.  

  is a correction factor, is equal to 0.85 if IT  ≤  2 CT  and is equal to 1.0 if IT  >  2 CT . 

W  is a total considered weight of the structure and g is the gravity acceleration.  
 

The 2008 ECOL limits the application of simplified MRS analysis to buildings 

which are regular in both plan and elevation and having fundamental period equal or 

less than either 4.0 Tc or 2.0 sec. As the values of Tc related to spectrum type (1) is 

either 0.3 for subsoil class D and 0.25 for other soil types, the applicability of this 

method will be highly restricted to structures having T less than either 1.2 sec or 1.0 

sec for the mentioned soil types, respectively. For buildings in regions compatible with 

type (2) spectrum, at which the values of Tc  range between 0.4 and 0.8, the validity of 

applying this method increases to buildings with maximum fundamental period ranges 

between 1.4 and 2.0 arranged from soil type A to D. 

The multi MRS method is valid in 2008 ECOL to be unconditionally applied to 

all types of buildings. Time history analysis THA is also permitted for all types of 

buildings but under some specific conditions. The selected ground motion excitations 

used in the THA should be compatible with the design response spectrum specified by 

the code in the critical period range. To consider the maximum response of the selected 

earthquake excitations a minimum of three records is required. However, seven 

accelograms are required to consider their average resulting forces. The 2008 ECOL 

had renewed a condition, that the response obtained from the THA is required not to be 

less than 80 % of those obtained using multi MRS. It is worth to mention here that in 

1993 ECOL edition, and many international codes, the forces obtained from the multi 

MRS analysis are limited or scaled to those obtained using the simplified MRS method.   
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Fig. 1 : Type (1) elastic response spectrum 
 

3. APPLIED EARTHQUAKE EXCITATIONS 

Seven different ground excitations, shock different five countries, are selected to match 

the seismicity of Cairo with soil type C. Six of these excitations naturally have 

maximum scaled spectrum acceleration close to the one calculated for Cairo. The 

seventh one, Aqba earthquake which shook Egypt in 1998, is scaled to match the 

seismic requirements for Cairo city. The spectrum accelerations of these quakes along 

with their abbreviations are shown in Fig. 2 while a brief data for each selected 

excitation is shown in Table 1. 

 

 

Fig. 2 : Response spectral acceleration of used excitations versus code spectra 
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Table 1: Earthquake excitation data 

 

Earthquake Date Location Component PGA (g) Se  

Aqba 22 / 11 / 1995 Eilat EW 0.097 0.569 

Chi Chi 20 / 9 / 1999 Taiwan NS 0.184 0.573 

Elcentro 19 / 5 / 1940 Imperial Valley 270 0.215 0.581 

Koceali 17 /8 / 1999 Turkey 090 0.164 0.540 

Loma Pretia 18 / 10 / 1989 Loma Pretia 000 0.226 0.583 

Mexico 9 / 6 / 1980 Mexico 102 0.15 0.533 

Northridge 17 / 1 /1994 Northridge 330 0.194 0.597 

 

In the above table the PGA refers to the peak ground acceleration while  Se  refers to 

the maximum elastic response spectrum. The maximum elastic response spectrum for 

buildings located in Cairo city is calculated using the following equation: 

SaTS ge 5.2)(                                                                                                         (2)  

In which: 

ga is the design earthquake acceleration, S is the soil factor,  is a damping correction 

and  is the building importance factor.  

Hence, for an ordinary R.C building located in Cairo city and founded on basic soil 

type C, the maximum elastic response spectrum will be equal to 0.5625.   
 

4. BUILDINGS USED IN COMPUTER BASE ANALYSIS  

In order to carry out either MRS or THA, two types of regular buildings, MRF and 

SW-MRF are used. Fig. 3 depicts example of SW-MRF, The MRF building has same 

plan features while replacing the shear walls with columns. The buildings are square 

with typical bay dimension of 5.0 m. Different building heights represented by the 

number of floors are considered, 3, 6, 9, 12, 15 and 17 floor buildings are analyzed. 

The height of the first floor above foundation is always equal to 4.5 m, while the height 

of the typical remaining floors are 3.0 m. The column sections are varying according to 

the height of building. The effective total lengths of shear walls in the first storey in 

each orthogonal direction (Lw)  is seismically designed. This ratio (Lw /H) is 0.20 for 

each orthogonal direction, SW thickness is 0.2 m.  

  For the sake of a specific comparison between 2008 ECOL and Eurocode-8,   

the building, whose plan is shown in Fig. 4 is considered. This building is irregular in 

plan according to the irregularity criteria specified by both considered codes due to the 

shown extension. The typical bay dimension is 5.0 m in each orthogonal direction. 

Irregularity is also applied in the vertical direction due to setback of the extended part 

in the last two floors. Different building heights are considered and represented by the 
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total number of floors. The considered total number of floors and floor heights are 

identical to the previously displayed regular building.    
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

             

Fig. 3 : Plan of example SW-MRF regular building 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4 : Plan of the irregular MRF building 
 

The compressive strength of used concrete is 25.0 MPa while the used steel is 

high tensile with yield strength of 400.0 MPa. The analysis is carried out using two 

software packages ETABS [21] and SAP 2000 [22].  
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5. BASE SHEAR USING DIFFERENT ANALYSIS METHODS  

The results of multi MRS and dynamic THA, using the indicated seven ground 

excitations, in comparison with those obtained using the simplified MRS for both MRF 

and SW-MRF buildings are illustrated in Figs. 5 and 6, respectively. Before discussing 

the results it is worth to mention that the elastic response spectrum obtained from the 

different indicated excitations and used for THA are modified to account for the 

response modification factor. Also, the obtained results from this method, THA, are 

scaled to be ultimate loads using a factor of 1.4. In case of MRF buildings, the results 

obtained using the simplified MRS are valid up to height equal to about 31.5 m 

according to code limitations which restricts the utilization of this method to 4 Tc, 

however, for the purpose of comparison, the curve is virtually extended over the whole 

considered height. As seven excitations are considered in the THA, then the average 

response of these excitations could be considered, this average is illustrated using the 

dash line.  

Firstly, discussing the results obtained for the MRF, it is clear that, generally,  

the highest V/W is obtained in the order of, THA, simplified MRS and at last the multi 

MRS analysis. The V/W obtained utilizing the multi-MRS methods is much less than 

those obtained using the simplified MRS method over the whole considered building 

heights. The % change, related to the simplified MRS method is in the range of -35.6% 

to -48.8%. The average results obtained from THA are higher than those obtained 

using simplified MRS method in the height range that compel to the limitation of using 

the later method. The % change ranges between +21.8%  and -39.7%. In the rest of 

height range the % change ranges between +24.6% and -30.8%. It is observed that the 

results of scaled Aqaba quake, the only one of the considered excitations that shook 

Egypt are very close to the results of the simplified MRS method. It is worth to 

mention that, in contrary to the code expectation which limits the results of the THA to 

the multi MRS analysis, the results of the former method is higher than the later one be 

a % change in the range of +11.4% to +138.6%.      

 

Fig. 5 : Normalized base shear due to different analysis methods (MRF building) 
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The last presented investigation is carried out for SW-MRF buildings, similar 

observations are obtained except some differences which are to be discussed. Unlike 

the whole considered height range, the V/W obtained from simplified MRS is higher 

than the average of THA method for low buildings. The change is attributed to that at 

this height the code calculated period for SW-MRF building is 0.29 while it was 0.43 

for MRF with same height and due to the nature of the used spectrum the obtained base 

shear is amplified at short periods. Thus, except this height the % change in the V/W 

between the average THA and simplified MRS is in the range of 26.1% and 3.3%. 

The % change in V/W between multi MRS and simplified MRS is higher than what 

was obtained for MRF buildings and of a range between -36.3% and -58.7%. 

Regarding the % change in results between average THA and MRS analysis is still 

high and in the range of +62.1% and +134.0%. In closing, of these observations, the 

scaled Aqaba excitation is still yields the closest results to the simplified MRS method.  
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Fig. 6 : Normalized base shear due to different analysis methods (SW-MRF building) 

 

As the 2008 ECOL considers the multi MRS analysis method as basis for 

design that is valid to all type of structure an due to the extremely low response 

obtained using this method in accordance with the other two methods an attempt is 

carried out to enhance the response obtained using this method. The reason for this 

highly underestimated behavior, at least in comparison with the simplified MRS, can 

be concluded in the long period obtained from modal analysis due to analyzing the 

structure as bare frame without considering the effect of masonry infill walls. This long 

period is supported by the rapid change in spectral reduction ductility factor which, in 

the assumed type 1 spectrum has high influence, to yield such extremely low response. 

In this relevance, most seismic codes limit the results obtained using the multi MRS to 

those obtained using simplified MRS. The 2008 ECOL does not provide such 

limitation although it was provided by the 1993 ECOL. The 1993 ECOL edition, as 

mentioned before, limit the forces obtained from the multi MRS to a minimum of 80% 

those obtained from the simplified MRS. Another way to enhance the results is the 
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consideration of the effect of masonry infill walls. This is carried out for both MRF and 

SW-MRF buildings. The infill walls are assumed to occupy 60% of the total number of 

panels in every orthogonal direction. Masonry infill walls with commonly used 0.12 m 

thickness are used, modulus of elasticity of infill walls is assumed to be E = 5 GPa. 

Two models of infill walls are considered, the first is solid walls without any infills 

while the second considers central openings in the walls results in equivalent wall 

width of 60 % the solid one. The infill walls are modeled using the  methodology of 

equivalent strut method [23], the effect of the openings in masonry infill walls is 

considered relying on [24].  

The results of V/W for the MRF buildings are illustrated in Fig. 7. It can be 

concluded that the consideration of infill walls has a high influence on enhancing the 

V/W obtained from the multi MRS method. Comparing the results of the later method 

with the simplified MRS in its applicability height range (up to about 31.5 m) it is 

found that the consideration of infill walls has high influence in enhancing the V/W 

especially for lower building heights. The % change in % V/W, relative to simplified 

MRS, does not exceed -10.1% for solid wall model and -20.3% for walls with opening 

model. Beyond this height limitation and as the building height increases the influence 

of infill walls vanishes. This is evident as at higher values of period the spectrum 

plateau is almost horizontal.  

 

Fig. 7 : Effect of masonry infill wall consideration (MRF building)  
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Fig. 8 : Effect of masonry infill wall consideration (SW-MRF building)  
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inelastic response expected for the structure to the design earthquake. This factor is 

called response modification or force reduction factor (R) in 2008 ECOL, behavior 

factor in Eurocode-8 (q), structural system coefficient (R) in UBC 97 and overstrength 

and force modification factors (Ro Rd) in NBCC. This factor depends mainly on the 

structural force resisting system (SFRS) and the proposed degree of ductility assumed 

for the building. Summary of values for response modification factor for MRF and 

SW-MRF buildings is shown in Table 2. A particular emphasis is to be carried out in 

this section to investigate the impact of this factor. It is worth to mention that this 

factor represents a major significant change between the seismic provisions in 2008 

ECOL and Eurocode-8.  

 

Table 2: Summary of response modification factor for MRF and SW-MRF buildings 

    

Structure system MRF SW-MRF 

Ductility level Low Medium High Low Medium High 

ECOL 5.0 - 7.0 5.0 - 6.0 

Eurocode-8 - 3.3-3.9 4.95-5.85 - 1.8-3.6 2.7-5.4 

UBC 97 3.5 5.5 8.5 - 6.5 8.5 

NBCC 1.95 3.5 6.8 1.95 2.8 5.6 

 

 

Fig. 9 : Normalized spectral acceleration for specified cities in different codes 
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methods. The computer based results of the later method are obtained using the 

structures previously described in section 3. 

The results obtained for the MRF buildings using the different considered 

seismic codes are shown in Fig. 10. It can be noted that the obtained results of the 

normalized base shear can be arranged in the order, from the higher results to lower 

ones, according the following codes, UBC 97, NBCC, Eurocode-8 and at last the 

ECOL. There is extreme variation in the results obtained from UBC 97 and NBCC, 

using either considered method of analysis, in comparison with the results obtained 

from the ECOL. The % change is higher for the results obtained utilizing the simplified 

MRS method. The % increase in V/W, relative to the ECOL, ranges between +108.6% 

to +225.08% and from +97.9% to +154.55% utilizing UBC 97 and NBCC, respectively. 

Due to the fact that identical elastic spectrum is assigned for both ECOL and 

Eurocode-8, the variation in results is attributed the influence of the spectrum  

reduction factor. Thus the results obtained from Eurocode-8 are higher than those 

obtained using ECOL by a ratio of about +28 %. The results obtained utilizing the 

simplified MRS method are braced by those obtained using the computer bases multi 

MRS method. The last mentioned observations are valid but with different percentage 

ratios. The new % ratios of increase range between +66.6% to +232.2% for UBC 97 

and from +54.7% to +158.1 for the Eurocode-8. These results indicate that the upper 

limit of % change is close between the two method and that the  % change in the V/W 

is inversely relative to the building height.  

 

 

Fig. 10 : Normalized base shear according to different codes (MRF building) 
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utilizing the different considered codes are illustrated in Fig. 11. It can be observed that 

the highest % change in the results are obtained for the NBCC and Eurocode-8 which 

over most studied heights reveal close results. For these two codes, % increase, relative 

to ECOL, range between +127.2%  to +177.8%  and from +103.9% to +154.9% for the 

NBCC. The first ductility level in UBC 97 in case of dual SW-MRF buildings is shear 

walls with intermediate MRF ductility with R coefficient of 6.5. Thus, % change in 

results between UBC 97 and ECOL, decreases relative to the observed results of MRF 

buildings, to a range less than +75.0 %. The % change in the V/W obtained from the 

ECOL versus other codes are well matched to those obtained using the simplified MRS 

method with maximum difference less than +6.0%.  

     

 

Fig. 11 : Normalized base shear according to different codes (SW-MRF building) 

 
In closing of this section, the crucial effect of the response modification factor 

can be also illustrated through studying the change in normalized base shear of 

irregular MRF structures due to utilizing ECOL and Eurocode-8. Another motive for 

carrying out such investigation is to verify the results obtained using multi MRS for 

irregular structures. As mentioned before the 2008 ECOL restricts the application of 

simplified MRS analysis to irregular structures, hence utilizing either multi MRS or 

THA is mandatory. 

As the same elastic spectrum is assumed for both two codes, the only 

difference in results will arise from assigning different response modification factors. 

While the ECOL does not differentiate in the response reduction factor between regular 

and irregular structures, Eurocode-8 specifies a reduction of 20% in the response 

reduction factor in case of irregular buildings rather than regular buildings. So the 

resulting factor is 5.0 for ECOL and 3.12 for Eurocode-8. A multi MRS analysis is 

carried out, the results are shown in Fig. 12. It is clear that the variation in the value of 

response reduction factor between the two codes yields a % increase in the results, 

relative to the ECOL, up to +60% for 3 floor buildings. The % change decreases as the 

building height increases to reach lower limit of +6%. 
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Fig. 12 : Effect of response modification factor on irregular buildings 

 

7. CONCLUSIONS 

A comparative numerical computer based multi MRS and THA using the code 

specified spectrum and seven deliberate earthquakes is carried out. The results of this 

numerical investigation are compared with the base shear calculated using the 

simplified MRS to assess and verify the impact of utilizing any of these methods and 

come up with required response enhancements. The normalized base shear calculated 

using the 2008 ECOL for buildings in Cairo city is compared with those obtained for 

similar cities using some international codes, a particular emphasis is paid to discuss 

the influence of response modification factor introduced in the 2008 ECOL. Relying on 

the investigations and discussions presented in this study, the following conclusions 

may be drawn out.  

1) Extreme variation in the V/W obtained utilizing the three specified  2008 ECOL 

analysis methods is observed. The computer based multi MRS method highly 

underestimate the obtained base shear in comparison with the other two methods 

especially for low to medium height buildings. This phenomenon is attributed to 

the high reduction in design spectrum associated with high periods and to the 

practically unconditioned modeling of structures as bare frames ignoring the 

effect of infills.  

2) The consideration of infills especially for MRF buildings yields high correlation 

in results between simplified and multi MRS analysis.  

3) Relying on the obtained results, it is highly required to recontemplate to modify 

the seismic provisions to scale the base shear obtained from multi MRS to those 

obtained relying on simplified MRS as the case in the previous 1993 ECOL and 

many other codes.  

4) The response modification factor plays a crucial role in the obtained V/W. The 

ECOL specifies, for most cases, the highest modification factor in comparison 

with the other considered codes as Eurocode-8 (main basis for ECOL), UBC 97 
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and NBCC.  

5) The simplified and multi MRS analysis carried out on cities match Cairo, in PGA 

and soil conditions, revealed that the normalized base shear obtained using the 

ECOL was much less than the results obtained from other considered codes. 

The % change in this dominator between ECOL and other codes could exceed 

+230%.  

6) The influential effect of the response modification factor increases for irregular 

building in comparison with the reference code (Eurocode-8).     
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  الجانبيةالزلزالية وبحث الطرق المختلفة لحساب الأحمال دراسة 
 

القو  التصوميمي  قووي للحصول علي قيم  المصري للأحمال الكود الواردة فيلتعدد الطرق نظرا 
حليول الطيىوا التاميعوي ساعوتقدام الطيو  فقود توم راورار دراعو  عدديو  سالحاعو  اتلوي معوتقدما طريقو  الت

وطريقوووو  العووووال اليمنووووي الووووديناميكي  )8002)رصوووودار عووووستمسر  التصووووميمي المقوووودم موووور الكووووود المصووووري
تقدام عوووسع  ي يل حقيقيووو  تتوافوووق مووول الظووورو  اليلياليووو  لمدينووو  القووواررة مووول رمكانيووو  تقوووديم مقترحوووا  ساعووو

في الإصودار لتحعير العلوك اليليالي. وقد امتد  رذه الدراع  لتناقش وتحلل تأثير سعض العوامل الهام  
لأكووواد العالميوو  مثوول مثوول معاموول تعووديل ا عووتااس  مقارنوو  سووسعض االأقيوور موور الكووود المصووري للأحمووال 

ولقد تم رارار  الكود الأوروسي )المرال الأعاعي للكود المصري( وكذلك كلا مر الكود الأمريكي والكندي.
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الدراع  العددي  علي أنواع مقتلى  مر المساني مثل المساني ذا  الإطارا  المقاوم  للعيوم وتلك التوي لهوا 
الإطوارا  المقاومو  للعويوم. وكوار لهوذه   الوي    سالإضوافأنظم  ميدوا  مكون  مر حوواطط قو  قرعواني  

 رنشوواطيا طاسقووا كمووا أنهووا تنوعوو  سووير مسوواني منتظموو  71طواسووق و  3المسوواني ارتىاعووا  مقتلىوو  تتووراو  سووير 
 ا كاتتي: ويمكر تلقي  النتاطج التي تم الحصول عليه . رنشاطيا وأقري غير منتظم 

لإياوواد  )8002المصووري للأحمووال )رصوودار عووستمسر كووود ال الووواردة فوويموور قوولال دراعوو  الطوورق 
مور تلوك التوي  كثيورقوي الق  التصميمي  واد أر طريق  طي  التاواو  التاميعوي تنوتج قووي قو  أقول س

تووم الحصووول عليهووا ساعووتقدام الطووريقتير الأقووريير حيوول أنهووا تعتموود علووي قوويم الىتوورة الطسيعيوو  المتحصوول 
وكووذلك للهسوووط العووريل فووي قوويم طيوو  التاوواو  موول  دور تووأثير حووواططعليهووا موور التحليوول الشووكلي للمسنووي سوو

. وقوود تووم تأكيوود تووأثير الحووواطط موور قوولال الدراعوو  العدديوو  وتوصووي رووذه الدراعوو  ييووادة يموور الىتوورة الطسيعيوو 
طريقوو  الحموول الإعووتاتيكي  رلوويسوضوول حوود أدنووي لقوويم القوو  المتحصوول عليهووا موور رووذه الطريقوو  منعوووسا 

 .ام معاد   الكود لحعا  الىترة الطسيعي مل اعتقد المكافئ
النظووام الإنشوواطي  وسدراعوو  وتحليوول معاموول تعووديل ا عووتااس  دالووذي يعتموود فووي المقووام الأول علووي

ماموع  مر الأكواد العالمي  واد أر الكوود المصوري يحودد قويم لهوذا سنظيره في  تهمقارنو  ممطولي  المنشأو 
 مما يترت  عليه نق  حواد فوي قويم القو  التصوميمي اقي الأكوادس المعامل أعلي سكثير مر المواودة في

   .   رنشاطيا وقد تم تأكيد رذه النتاطج مر قلال دراع  المساني الغير منتظم 


